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 Quote from Griliches (AEA 1985), on the “uneasy 

alliance” between economists and data

 “Big Data” opportunity for macro/international economists: 

 Get directly involved in data collection

 Build datasets to fit specific measurement and research needs

 Avoid biases and empirical issues common in traditional datasets



 The Billion Prices Project at MIT: academic initiative 

started in 2008 to use online data for economic research

 PriceStats: company founded in 2011 to collect online 

data and compute daily price indices in over 20 countries



 Measure inflation and other price statistics

 Research in Macro

 Price dynamics

 Market segmentation

 Research in International Economics

 LOP and PPP

 Pass-through and border effects

 Real Exchange Rate dynamics



 2007: Argentina’s manipulation of inflation data

Source: Cavallo and Roberto ( 2016). “The Billion Prices Project: Using Online Data for Measurement and Research.” Journal of Economic Perspectives.
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 2007: Argentina’s manipulation of inflation data

 2008-9: BPP expands data collection to other countries

 2010: Daily price index in the US

 Congruence

 Differences

 Anticipation

Source: Cavallo and Roberto ( 2016). “The Billion Prices Project: Using Online Data for Measurement and Research.” Journal of Economic Perspectives.



 2007: Argentina’s manipulation of inflation data

 2008-9: BPP expands data collection to other countries

 2010: Daily price index in the US

 2011: PriceStats starts publishing daily price indexes in 

22 countries (3-day lag, State Street) 

Source: www.pricestats.com



 Advantages

 Cost

 Frequency (daily)

 All products for sale (census)

 Uncensored price spells

 Lots of countries, remotely collected

 Real-time 

 Disadvantages

 Mostly goods, few services

 Fewer retailers than traditional CPI data

 No data in countries with no online retailers (eg Africa)

 No quantities, available in Scanner Data



 Cavallo (2016) “Are Online Prices Similar? Evidence from Multi-channel 

Retailers”, NBER

 Crowdsourced workers scan barcodes, enter prices, and email data files

 We use the barcodes to check prices online using custom web scrapers





 PriceStats PPP Series

 Online prices

 Daily frequency

 350 narrow product categories

 30 thousand individually matched items

 7 countries

 Food, fuel, and electronics 

 Sector and Country-Level Indices

Compare prices for a bottle 
of Coke across countries

Illustration: Coke Prices

Repeat for hundreds of 
products

Compute daily RERs 
at different levels of aggregation



Sources: BPP, PriceStats, State Street,

Source: Cavallo and Roberto ( 2016). “The Billion Prices Project: Using Online Data for Measurement and Research.” Journal of Economic Perspectives.



 3-digit COICOP

Source: Cavallo and Neiman (2016) “Real Exchange Rate Behavior: Evidence from Online Retailers in Nine Countries.” Working Paper.
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Source: Cavallo and Neiman (2016) “Real Exchange Rate Behavior: Evidence from Online Retailers in Nine Countries.” Working Paper.



 “Big Data” in economics  measurement opportunity

 New data collection tools (web, sensors, phones, gps, 

satellites)

 Build customized datasets that fit specific measurement 

and research needs

 Online Price data 

 Advantages for inflation and PPP measurement

 Increase the quantity and quality of micro price data 

available for research, helping us re-evaluate old empirical 

puzzles or address questions that could not be answered 

before
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